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1. Introduction 
Propagation of tsunamis in deep water (>50 m, Shuto, 1991) obeys linear dynamics. For a 
linear dynamics system, any response of the system to arbitrary external forcing can be 
expressed as a linear combination of the Green’s functions.  The Green’s functions can be 
pre-calculated for fixed physical parameters and geometry of the system, whereas the pre-
calculation implies a great time saving, which is essential when a catastrophe occurs and an 
immediate solution is required. 
A Green’s function has traditionally been calculated as a domain wise solution to a unit-
impulse acting at a grid point. Such a Green’s function may be referred as a single-source 
Green’s function (SSGF). However a tsunami is rarely triggered at a single source point. A 
reasonable extension is therefore to pre-calculate a set of such SSGFs corresponding to a 
group of source points in a pre-assumed tsunami source region. Nevertheless when a future 
tsunami happens outside of the pre-assumed source region, the pre-calculated SSGFs will 
not be helpful. 
Xu (2007) proposed a new type of Green’s function, an all-source Green’s function (ASGF). 
An ASGF focuses on a receiver point, regarding all the model grid points as potential 
sources. The computational cost for an ASGF is the same as that for an SSGF. However an 
ASGF provides thorough preparedness for a point of interest (POI) against all possible 
sources. Tsunamis from different sources may arrive at a POI at different times and may 
have different maximum wave amplitudes within certain period. Xu showed that with an 
ASGF one could make an arrival time map and a map of relative maximum amplitudes for a 
POI. Xu further demonstrated that with the ASGFs, one could also establish a real-time 
simulation system, which would give tsunami arrival time series at one or more POIs 
immediately.  
This chapter will describe in details the ASGF in terms of its numerical constructions and its 
applications to tsunami problems. It will first present the governing equations and 
boundary conditions. It will move on to grid auto-generations from a realistic topographic 
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dataset. It will then show how to build the global operators, with which the shallow water 
equations can be recast as a single matrix equation, with all the dynamics and boundary 
conditions encapsulated. Considerations will be given on how to stabilize the matrix before 
it can be used iteratively. With all these preparations, the chapter will then show how the 
ASGF can easily be calculated from the dynamics matrix, as easy as to calculate the 
traditional SSGF. 
Section 7 will discuss applications of the ASGF to tsunami problems in terms of both 
tsunami preparedness and real-time simulations. The section will show how the ASGFs can 
be used for making tsunami arrival time maps and tsunami amplitude maps for a POI. A 
web-based real-time simulation system for the India and Pacific Oceans will also be 
demonstrated. The simulation system, which can be found at odylab.uqr.ca1, allows its users 
to see the tsunami arrival time series at one or several POIs, upon receiving the source 
region specified by users on its interactive map.  
2. Linear Shallow Water Equations (LSWE) and boundary conditions 
2.1 Continuous form of LSWE 
The governing equations consist of 
 ダとダß 噺 伐 な4 ̊æœ ぺ 磐ダ7ダぢ 髪 ダ8 ̊æœ奄ダぺ 卑 (1) 
  ダ7ダß 噺 伐 ̶̌4 ̊æœぺダとダぢ 髪 ̨8 伐 だ 7̶ (2) 
  ダ8ダß 噺 伐̌4̶ ダとダぺ 伐 ̨7 伐 だ 8̶ (3) 
 
The meaning of the notation is listed below:  
 
┣ , ┮, t Longitude, latitude, and time variables respectively. 
┟, U, V, Sea surface elevation, and components of total stream in longitudinal and 
latitudinal directions. 
f, g, R, Coriolis parameter, gravity acceleration, and the Earth's mean radius. 
h, ┢ Water depth and bottom frictional coefficients. 
 
The components of total stream are defined as the following depth integrals 
 7 噺 完 -¸±待貸竪 ┸ 8 噺 完 ©¸±待貸竪 ┸ (4)
 
where u and v are eastward and northward velocity components respectively. The total 
stream may also be referred as the mass transport. 
2.2 Boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions consist of zero flows normal to the coasts,  
                                                                 
1 If you find this becomes inaccessible, please contact me at zhigang.xu@dfo-mpo.gc.ca or at 
zhigang_xu_98@yahoo.com. 
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7 噺 ど at the west and east  coasts (5) 8 噺 ど at the south and north coasts (6) 
 
and the Sommerfeld radiation conditions at open water boundaries, 
 ダıダß 髪 ̊ ダıダº 噺 ど at open water boundaries (7) 
 
where p may stand for U, V  or ┟, c is a phase speed, and 項券 means an infinitesimal line 
segment along the directions outward and normal to the open boundaries. Chapman (1985) 
discussed various forms of the phase speed and their numerical effects on the quality of the 
model solutions inside of the model domain. For this study, the long gravity wave 潔 噺 紐訣月 
is taken. 
2.3 Frictional coefficient as a function of water depth 
The last terms on RHS of Eqs. (2) and  (3) represent the frictional effects of the seabed on the 
water column above. Their forms imply that the bottom frictional force is linearly 
proportional to the depth averaged velocities. The coefficient ┢ reflects the proportionality. 
Heaps (1969) simply took a constant ┢, 0.0024 m/s, for his two-dimensional numerical 
model in the North Sea.  It is desirable to have a spatially varying ┢ since there is less friction 
in deep water than in shallow water. To derive ┢ as a function of h, we may go back to a 
more general frictional parameterization as follows (e.g., Brummelhuis et al, 1993)  
 盤ぷ淡但┸ ぷ湛但匪 噺 ̌紐-態 髪 -態識態 岫-┸ ©岻 (8)
 
 
where 識 is the Chezy’s coefficient, whose unit is Œ怠【態œ貸怠. This is a non-linear form in terms 
of the velocities, the stresses being a quadric function of the velocity components. 紐-態 髪 -態 
is usually replaced by an estimate of the magnitude of background currents, in order to 
preserve the linearity of the whole system. Let 】¬】 represents such an estimate. Further the 
Chezy’s coefficient can be linked with water depth as  識 噺 怠室 ̶怠【滞 where 室  represents 
Manning’s roughness.  Now Eq.(8) can be transformed as 
 盤酵掴長 ┸ 酵槻長匪 噺 だ岫-┸ ©岻 (9)
 
with  
 腔 噺 ̌室態 】¬】̶怠【戴 (10) 
 
as desired.  
The tidal currents are usually taken as the background currents in oceans, whose typical value 
is of order of 0.1m/s. The Manning’s roughness in ocean appears to be on a range of 0.01 to 0.4 
(Ding et al 2004; Fujima 2001). With 】¬】 噺 ど┻なm/s, if we let 室 be 0.1 and 月 be 65m to represent 
the mean water depth of the North Sea (Heaps, 1971), we can recover  だ 噺 ど┻どどにねŒ【œ as used 
by Heaps (1969). If we still use 室 噺 ど┻な but let ̶ 噺 ねどどどŒ as typical water depth in deep 
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oceans, we can have だ 噺 は 抜 など貸替m/s. For the India-Pacific model domain, the minimum, 
mean and max values of  だ are ね┻の 抜 など貸替m/s, ば┻は 抜 など貸替m/s and ね┻は 抜 など貸戴m/s. 
2.4 A matrix equation to be derived for hosting discrete LSWE 
It is necessary to discretize the continuous form of LSWE and boundary conditions in order 
to be able to solve them numerically. Discretization for such a purpose is a common 
practice, but what is pursued here is beyond. The goal here is to recast the shallow water 
equations in the following matrix form:  
 峪と78崋岫中袋怠岻 噺 # 峪と78崋岫中岻 (なな)
 
where ┬ is an index of the time step. The coefficient matrix #┸" encapsulates the model physics 
and geometry, hence it may also be called the dynamics matrix. It is also called propagation 
matrix because it propagates the solutions from the current time step to the next. The column 
vector 岷と"7"8峅鐸 consists of all the model variables defined on the grid points.  
There are advantages in having such a matrix form, especially for tsunami problems, as will 
be shown later on. In order to arrive at Eq.(11), we have to first construct some global 
operators, which in turn require an organized grid beforehand.  
3. An organized rectangular grid  
A rectangular grid has been the simplest to construct comparing with the other types of 
grids (e.g. a triangular grid): two sets of straight lines plus a land masking matrix equals a 
grid. However for assembling the dynamics matrix #, such a simple approach is not good 
enough, because all the entries into the matrices and vectors must be valid. We have to go 
above this basic level.  
3.1 Issues encountered in generating grid from a topographic dataset 
The starting point for generating a grid is a topographic dataset. From a topographic dataset 
to a valid grid, we will encounter some issues and have to address them well before we can 
have a valid grid.  
Shown in Panel (a) of Figure 1 is a mini topographic dataset. The dataset is cell oriented, 
meaning that the water depths or land heights are defined on the centers of the cells. The 
cells are outlined by the two sets of thick straight lines. The centers of the cells are 
intersected by the two sets of thin straight lines and also marked by the blue dots. The gray 
cells are land cells and white ones are water cells. This mini topographic dataset contains all 
the issues that have to be addressed during the grid generation:  
1. Singletons. A singleton is a single water cell not connected with others. Examples of 
singletons in Panel (a) are the water cells centered at (i=14, j=34), and the one at (i=38, 
j=14). There is no need to retain singletons. Retaining them not only wastes 
computational resources, but may also be harmful because they may mislead the 
judgment of minimum of the widths of the water cells. When a singleton lies on higher 
latitude than all other water cells, the width of that singleton would dictate the 
minimum value of the horizontal grid spacing, which would in turn cause the time step 
unnecessarily smaller than it could be without that singleton.  
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Fig. 1. Procedure from a topographic dataset to a model grid. Panel (a) shows the original 
distributions of water cells and land cells (in gray) in a topographic dataset. Panel (b) shows 
the results after removal of the singletons and the diamonds. Panel (c) shows the results 
after sorting out the coastal lines. Panel (d) defines the model domain with model variables 
arranged on the grid points.  
2. Diamonds. A diamond is a pair of water cells connected by a common corner point. The 
water cells centered at (i=8, j=16) and (i=10, j=18) in Panel (a) of the figure forms a 
diamond, sharing a corner point at (i=9, j=17). Diamonds are unwanted because they 
can cause ambiguity in tracing coastal lines. For example, starting from the point of 
(i=3, j=1), one can easily follow the coastal line until he reaches the point of (i=9, j=17), 
where he will have an ambiguity in deciding which direction for his next move. It is 
necessary to trace coastal lines so that we can well define a model domain.  
3. Coastal lines. A coastal line consists of a series of common edges shared by water cells and 
land cells. In order to well define a model domain, we need an algorithm to automatically 
find out all of the coastal points and sort them into loops. The longest coastline and any 
others nested in it (excluding those nested doubly or more) form a multiply connected 
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region, which defines the model domain. Water cells that are outside of the multiply 
connected region can be disregarded (by turning them into land cells). 
4. Lagoons. A lagoon consists of a group of water cells which are connected with 
themselves only, but not with the rest. The water cells centered at (i=20, j=10), (i=22, 
j=10), (i=21, j=12) and (i=22, j=12) is one of the lagoons presented in Panel (a). Retaining 
lagoons are as undesirable as retaining singletons. 
These issues can be well addressed and the auto-generation of organized grid can be achieved. 
Limited by the volume of the chapter, details of the implementations are omitted. Only the 
basic procedure is outlined in Figure 1: Panel (a) is what the original topographic data look 
like. Panel (b) is after removal of singletons and diamonds. Panel (c) is after sorting out all the 
coastal points. The coastal lines are shown in green. The longest one and those nested in only 
once form a multiply connected region as the model domain. The coastal line whose starting 
point is at (i=19, j=9) is excluded. It is nested within a nested coastal line, it is nested doubly. 
Panel (d) is the final stage where all the grid points that are outside of the multiply connected 
region are removed, and the model variables are arranged on the grid points, as indicated by 
the blue dots for ┟ and red arrows for U and V. Here the variables are arranged according to 
Arakawa C-grid arrangement (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977). 
All the ┟’s, U’s and V’s defined on the grid can be viewed as elements of three long vectors, 
[┟], [U] and [V]. The square bracket is used to explicitly indicate that the single letter inside 
is a vector, but may be dropped off in a context where it is clear that the single letter 
indicates a vector. From the three vectors, we can also form a super long vector 岷と"7"8峅.  
3.2 An auto-generated grid for the India and Pacific Oceans 
The General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO2) provides a fine global bathymetry 
dataset of half minute resolution (GEBCO_08). With this dataset and the grid generation 
method mentioned above, we can automatically generate a model grid for any part of the 
world oceans. Shown in Figure 2 is a model domain for the India and Pacific Oceans with 
the grid generated from GEBCO_08 decimated to a 5-minute resolution. For clarity, only the 
coastal lines are shown. The lines in red are the coastal lines, which define the model 
domain. The blue lines would be the coastal lines if the lagoons were not removed. Note, 
according to the lagoon definition given above, parts of other big oceans, such as of the 
Atlantic Ocean, are also viewed as lagoons, because they are outside of the multiply 
connected region in question. 
There are 3,771,781 ┟-points, 3,782,233 U-points, 3,784,476 V-points, and 970 coastal lines. 
The maximum water depth is 10545m, and the minimum water depth is set to be 10m. The 
mean water depth of the domain is 3806m.  In the figure, the green dots show the DART 
stations (Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis3). The three gray zones are the 
sponge zones next to the three open water boundaries. Both the DART stations and the gray 
zones will be used later on. A sponge zone is designed to absorb exiting waves so that the 
unwanted wave reflections can be reduced to minimum. Such a sponge effect has been 
customarily achieved by setting up much larger than normal values of frictional parameter 
values. In this study, however, the sponge effect will be achieved through a two-
dimensional Lax-Friedriches scheme, more details of which will be given in Section 5.2. 
                                                                 
2 http://www.gebco.net 
3 http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/dart/dart.shtml 
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Fig. 2. An India-Pacific grid auto-generated from GEBCO_08 topographic dataset. The 
coastal lines in red define the model domain. The DART stations are indentified by the 
green dots and their station numbers. The three gray zones are sponge zones next to the 
three open water boundaries. 
3.3 K-indexes of model variables 
The model variables defined on the grid points can have their own indexes. For example, 
there are 157 ┟-points in Panel (d) of Figure 1, and they can be numbered from 1 to 157, 
counted from the lower left corner upwards and rightward. Therefore, the first ┟ is at (i=4, 
j=2) and the second one is at (i=6, j=2), and the last one is at (i=28, j=36). We may  
use symbols ke, ku and kv to denote the linear indexes of the variables ┟, U and V. 
respectively. In a context where there is no ambiguity, the subscripts with the k’s may be 
dropped off. 
Therefore a variable defined on a grid point can be addressed either through an (i, j)-index 
or a k-index. Obviously there is one-to-one relationship between the two indexing systems. 
Their conversions will be needed in the next section. Thus let us assume here that the 
following three index conversion functions have been made: 
 Ł̋噺"-̋+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ª岻 (12)
 Ł-噺"--+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ª岻 (13)
 Ł©噺"-©+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ª岻 (14)
 
which convert the (i, j)-indexes to the k-indexes. These functions are easy to make, so the 
details on their implementation are omitted here. 
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4. Global operators 
This section will discuss how to assemble the global operators. The global operators, which 
come as sparse matrices, will be integrated into the sub-matrices of the dynamic matrix # as 
in Eq.(11). 
4.1 Sea surface gradient operators, 屑景 and 屑桂 
 
 
Fig. 3. Grid stencil for consideration of the sea surface gradients. The grid points indicated 
by the horizontal arrows are the U-points, those indicated by the vertical arrows are the V-
points, and those by the blue circles are the ┟ –points.  
Extracted from Panel (d) of Figure 1, Figure 3 serves a grid stencil to construct the operators 
for the sea surface gradients. The x-directional sea surface gradient at the point (i, j) for an 
interior and non coastal U-point, indicated by the solid horizontal red arrow in the figure, 
can be approximated as  
 ̶̌4 ̊æœ奄ダとダぢ鞭辿┸棚 蛤 ̶̌辿┸棚つ®辿┸棚 岷伐な な峅 釆と辿┸棚貸怠と辿┸棚袋怠挽 (15) 
 
where つ®辿┸棚 噺 ®岫Æ┸ ª 髪 な岻 伐 ®岫Æ┸ ª 伐 な岻 with ® 噺 4ぢ ̊æœ奄. Note that coastal U-points have been 
excluded from consideration. We need not to assign a force for a coastal U-point, because 
the value there should be zero all the time. 
The coefficient row vector on the RHS of the equation is a local operator, since it operates 
only on the two neighbouring ┟-points. We need to assemble it into a global operator. With 
aid of the index conversion functions given by Eqs. (12) to (14), we can have 
 )淡岫Ł待┸ 岷Ł怠 Ł態峅岻 噺 ̶̌辿┸棚つ®辿┸棚 岷伐な な峅 (16) 
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where Ł待 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª岻 and  Ł怠┸態 噺 -̋+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª 噛 な岻. Thus )淡 is a global gradient operator, 
which upon operating on the elevation column vector [┟], produces a column vector of sea 
level gradient in the x-direction. Here the word x-direction is synonymous to the longitudinal 
direction. 
Matlab users should avoid looping through individual (i, j)-points for the assembly. 
Vectorizing the (i, j)-indexes will greatly enhance the speed of the assembly. Also  )淡 should 
be treated as a sparse matrix, and use the following syntax in calling the Matlab sparse 
function for the assembly: 
 )淡 噺 )淡 髪 œı̇øœ̋岫Ł待┸ Ł怠┸ 伐̶̌辿┸棚つ捲辿┸棚 ┸ Ł-Œ̇®┸ Ł̋Œ̇®岻 (17))淡 噺 )淡 髪 œı̇øœ̋岫Ł待┸ Ł態┸ ̶̌辿┸棚つ捲辿┸棚 ┸ Ł-Œ̇®┸ Ł̋Œ̇®岻 (18)
 
where kumax and kemax means the maximums of ku- and kv-indexes. This syntax avoids 
indexing into )淡 on the LHS of the equation for the sake of a big difference in the 
computational speed.4 If )淡 starts to be a zero sparse matrix, all the entries will be 
accumulated correctly. The same advices apply to the assembly of the other global operators 
to be discussed below. 
The y-directional sea surface gradient at the point (i, j) for an interior and non-coastal V-
point, indicated this time by the solid vertical red arrow in Figure 3, can be approximated by 
  ̌4̶ ダとダ奄鞭辿┸棚 蛤 ̶̌辿┸棚つ°辿┸棚 岷伐な な峅 釆と辿貸怠┸棚と辿袋怠┸棚挽 (19) 
 
where ° 噺 4奄,  and the local operator the RHS can be the assembled in to a global one as  
 )湛岫Ł待┸ 岷Ł怠 Ł態峅岻 噺 ̶̌辿┸棚つ°辿┸棚 岷伐な な峅 (20)
 
where Ł待 噺 -©+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª岻 and  Ł怠┸態 噺 -̋+º¸̋®岫Æ 噛 な┸ ª岻. )湛 is global operator, when it operates 
on [┟], it produces the sea level gradients in the y-direction (latitudinal direction). 
4.2 Mass divergence operators, 串景 and 串桂 
Figure 4 gives a cell for consideration of the mass divergence through the cell. An 
approximation for the mass divergence at (i, j) due to the fluxes associated with U is  
 ダ7ダ®鞭辿┸棚 蛤 釆伐つ°辿┸棚̋ つ°辿┸棚̋ 挽 釆7辿┸棚貸怠7辿┸棚袋怠挽 (21) 
 
where ® 噺 4ぢ ̊æœ奄, and つ°辿┸棚 噺 °辿袋怠┸棚 伐 °辿貸怠┸棚 with y=R奄, and  
 ̋"噺"に4態岫ぢ奪 伐 ぢ歎岻 ̊æœ 註投袋註棟態 œÆº 註投貸註棟態 (22) 
 
                                                                 
4 http://blogs.mathworks.com/loren/2007/03/01/creating-sparse-finite-element-matrices-in-matlab/ 
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Fig. 4. A cell for the consideration of water mass divergence. The west and east side lengths 
of the cell are denoted by つ検辿┸棚貸怠 and  つ検辿┸棚袋怠, which are equal. The south and north side 
lengths are denoted by  つ捲辿貸怠┸棚 and  つ捲辿袋怠┸棚 which are not equal on a spherical surface. The 
streams normal to the four sides are denoted by 7辿┸棚貸怠, 7辿┸棚袋怠, 8辿貸怠┸棚, and 8辿袋怠┸棚. 
is the area of the cell. The 2-element row vector on the RHS of Eq.(21) is a local mass 
divergence operator, which operates on the two neighbouring U’s and produces a cell-mean 
mass divergence  due to the fluxes through the west and east sides of the cell. 
The mass divergence at (i, j) due to fluxes caused by V can be approximated by  
 な4̊æœ奄 ダ8̊æœ奄ダ奄 鞭辿┸棚 蛤 釆伐つ®辿貸怠┸棚̋ つ®辿袋怠┸棚̋ 挽 釆8辿貸怠┸棚8辿袋怠┸棚挽 (23)
 
where つ捲辿罰怠┸棚 噺 ®岫Æ 罰 な┸ ª 髪 な岻 伐 ®岫Æ 罰 な┸ ª 伐 な岻 are the lengths of the north and south sides of 
the cell. The 2-element row vector on the RHS of Eq.(23) is another local mass divergence 
operator, which operates on the two neighbouring V’s and produces a cell-mean mass 
divergence due to the fluxes through the south and north sides of the cell.  
The two local divergence operators need to be assembled into their global counterparts 
 &淡岫Ł待┸ 岷Ł怠 Ł態峅岻 噺 釆伐つ°辿┸棚̋ つ°辿┸棚̋ 挽 (24) 
  &湛岫Ł待┸ 岷Ł戴 Ł替峅岻 噺 釆伐つ®辿貸怠┸棚̋ つ®辿袋怠┸棚̋ 挽 (25) 
 
where "Ł待 噺 -̋+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª岻┸ "Ł怠┸態 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª 噛 な岻┸ "Ł戴┸替 噺 -©+º¸̋®岫Æ 噛 な┸ ª岻 
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4.3 Coriolis Operator, 隅掲 and 隅携 
Since the staggered Arakawa C-grid does not co-locate the U- and V-points, for evaluations of 
the Coriolis force we have to resort to a kind of mean values of U’s and V’s. For an interior V-
point, which is neither on open water boundary nor on coast, there are always four next 
neighbouring U-points. The four neighbouring U’s can be somehow averaged and the result, 
denoted as 7, can then be used for the evaluation of the Coriolis force,  血7,  at the V-point.  
As often seen, a straight forward way to calculate an 7 is to sum over the four surrounding 
U’s and then divide the result by 4. However, Espelid et al (2000) pointed out that such an 
equally weighted averaging could result in an artificial energy growth or decay in an 
environment where the Coriolis parameter and/or the water depth varied spatially. To see 
this point, we can first multiply Eqs.(2) and (3) by U/h and V/h respectively and then add 
them to have an equation for the kinetic energy over the water column. In doing so, we can 
see that the contributions to the kinetic energy by the Coriolis force in the two directions 
cancel each other:  
捗蝶腸朕 伐 捗腸蝶朕 噺 ど, a well known property in geo-fluid dynamics that Coriolis 
force does not do any work. However the spatial discretization can destroy this property. 
On a staggered grid such as the C-grid where U and V-points are not collocated, the two 
terms may not cancel each other because they are not evaluated at the same point, giving 
rise to increasing or decaying in energy artificially. 
As a remedy to this problem, Espelid et al (2000) proposed the following weighted average 
scheme,  
 7弁沈┸珍 噺 拳沈┸珍ね 布 布 戟鎮┸陳拳鎮┸陳鎮退沈袋怠鎮退沈貸怠陳退珍袋怠陳退珍貸怠 (26)
 
where 拳沈┸珍 噺 紐月沈┸珍【】血沈┻珍】 is the weight for the averaging. The weighted average 撃 can be 
calculated in the same way. With this averaging scheme, one can verify that the work done by 
the two Coriolis force components cancel each other point wise in the C-grid, if the Coriolis 
parameter does not change its sign. It is interesting to note that the 1/拳沈┸珍 is the square-root of 
the planetary vorticity, f/h, (e.g. Pedloski, 1979), which is also known as the geostrophic 
contours. In the absence of the external force and internal friction, the circulations in the ocean 
tend to flow the geostrophic contours.  
However it seems that the above scheme was designed only for a regional model where there 
is no need to be concerned with sign changes of the Coriolis parameter. For a global mode, or a 
regional model whose domain is across the equator, or a model whose spherical north pole is 
shifted on a land to avoid a mathematical singularity which otherwise would arise at the 
geographic north pole, we do need to be concerned with the case where the discretized 
Coriolis parameters, 血沈┸珍, at the four neighbouring points do not shear the same signs. To 
address this concern, the averaging weight should be modified as 拳沈┸珍 噺 œ̌º岫血沈┸珍岻紐月沈┸珍【】血沈┻珍】. 
Therefore, with the modified averaging weight, we can have the following formula to 
evaluate the Coriolis force at a V-point, 
盤血戟匪沈┸珍 噺 紐】̨辿┸棚】̶辿┸棚ね 峪œ怠紐】̨辿貸怠┸棚貸怠】紐̶辿貸怠┸棚貸怠 œ態紐】̨辿袋怠┸棚貸怠】紐̶辿袋怠┸棚貸怠 œ戴紐】̨辿貸怠┸棚袋怠】紐̶辿貸怠┸棚袋怠 œ替紐】̨辿袋怠┸棚袋怠】紐̶辿袋怠┸棚袋怠 崋 琴欽欽欽
欣7辿貸怠┸棚貸怠7辿袋怠┸棚貸怠7辿貸怠┸棚袋怠7辿袋怠┸棚貸怠筋禽禽禽
禁" (27)
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where œ怠 噺 œ̌º岫̨辿貸怠┸棚貸怠岻, œ態 噺 œ̌º岫̨辿袋怠┸棚貸怠岻, œ戴 噺 œ̌º岫̨辿貸怠┸棚袋怠岻 and œ替 噺 œ̌º岫̨辿袋怠┸棚袋怠岻. The 4-
element row vector on the RHS is a local Coriolis operator, which operates on the 
neighbouring U’s and produces Coriolis force at the center V-point. We need to assemble 
this local Coriolis operator into its global counterpart %探, as 
 %探盤Ł待"┸ 岷Ł怠"Ł態"Ł戴"Ł替峅匪噺 紐】̨辿┸棚】̶辿┸棚ね 峪œ怠紐】̨辿貸怠┸棚貸怠】紐̶辿貸怠┸棚貸怠 œ態紐】̨辿袋怠┸棚貸怠】紐̶辿袋怠┸棚貸怠 œ戴紐】̨辿貸怠┸棚袋怠】紐̶辿貸怠┸棚袋怠 œ替紐】̨辿袋怠┸棚袋怠】紐̶辿袋怠┸棚袋怠 "崋 (28) 
 
with Ł待 噺 -©+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª岻, Ł怠┸態 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ 噛 な┸ ª 伐 な岻, Ł戴┸替 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ 噛 な┸ ª 髪 な岻┻ 
When the positions of the two indexing functions, -©+º¸̋® and --+º¸̋®, in the above are 
switched, Eq.(28) can be equally well used to calculate  %旦┸  another global Coriolis operator 
which operates on the V-variables and produced the Coriolis force on all the U-points. 
4.4 Frictional operators, 釧掲 and 釧携 
The frictional operators are easiest to assemble. They are diagonal, with elements being だ【̶. 
Let (通 denote a global frictional operator, which operates on U and produces frictional force 
in x-direction. It can be given by  
 (探岫Ł┸"Ł岻噺 だ辿┸棚【̶辿┸棚 (29)
 
with Ł 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª岻 for a (i, j)-point where U is defined. Similarly we can have a frictional 
operator (通"which operates on V and produces frictional force in the y-direction, 
 (旦岫Ł┸"Ł岻噺 だ辿┸棚【̶辿┸棚 (30)
 
with Ł 噺 -©+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª岻 for a (i, j)-point where V is defined.  
4.5 Open boundary operators 緒掲and 緒携 
Since the most outside variable points are velocity points, the Sommerfeld radiation 
boundary condition are thus applied at the U- and V-points on open water boundaries. 
Substitute U and V for p in Eq.(7), we can have  
 ダ7ダß 髪 ̊ ダ7ダº 噺 ど at east and  west open water boundaries (31)
  ダ8ダß 髪 ̊ ダ8ダº 噺 ど at south and north water boundaries (32)
where ̊ 噺 ヂ̶̌.  
For a 7辿┸棚 on an open water boundary, its outward and normal derivative can be 
approximated as,  
 
̊柱濁柱樽嵳辿┸棚 蛤" 菌衿芹
衿緊 ̊つ®辿┸棚 岷な 伐な峅 釆 7辿┸棚7辿┸棚袋態挽̊つ®辿┸棚 岷伐な な峅 釆7辿┸棚貸態7辿┸棚 挽"
̨æø" 岫Æ┸" ª岻" æº" ̇" ¬̋œß" æı̋º" ̈æ-º¸̇ø°┸" ̇º¸つ®辿┸棚 噺 ®岫Æ┸ ª 髪 に岻 伐 ®岫Æ┸ ª岻┸"̨æø 岫Æ┸"ª岻 æº"̇"̋̇œß"æı̋º"̈æ-º¸̇ø°┸"̇º¸"つ®辿┸棚 噺 ®岫Æ┸ ª岻 伐 ®岫Æ┸ ª 伐 に岻┻ (33) 
 
where 潔 噺 紐訣月沈┸珍 . Similarly, for a  8辿┸棚 on an open water boundary, 
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̊柱諾柱樽嵳辿┸棚" 蛤" 菌衿芹
衿緊 ̊つ°辿┸棚 岷な 伐な峅 釆 8辿┸棚8辿袋態┸棚挽̊つ°辿┸棚 岷伐な な峅 釆8辿貸態┸棚8辿┸棚 挽"
̨æø"岫Æ┸"ª岻" æº"̇"œæ-ß̶"æı̋º"̈æ-º¸̇ø°┸"̇º¸"つ°辿┸棚 噺 °岫Æ 髪 に┸ ª岻 伐 °岫Æ┸ ª岻┸""̨æø"岫Æ┸"ª岻" æº"̇"ºæøß̶"æı̋º"̈æ-º¸̇ø°┸"̇º¸"つ°辿┸棚 噺 °岫Æ┸ ª岻 伐 °岫Æ 伐 に┸ ª岻┻ (34) 
The row vectors on the RHS of the above expressions can be assembled into a global 
operator 緒探 as 
 緒探盤Ł待 ┸ Ł怠 匪 噺 ̊つ®辿┸棚 岷な 伐な峅 (35)
 
with Ł待 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª岻 and Ł怠 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª 髪 に岻, and 
 緒探盤Ł待 ┸ Ł怠 匪 噺 ̊つ®辿┸棚 岷伐な な峅 (36)
 
with Ł待 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª 伐 に岻 and Ł怠 噺 --+º¸̋®岫Æ┸ ª岻 when point (i, j) is  on a east open 
boundary. Upon operating on the U-vector,  緒探 produces a vector of outward gradients in U 
along the east and west open boundaries.  緒旦 can be assembled in the save way but with the -©+º¸̋® function instead. 
5. Linear shallow water equations in matrix form  
All the operators constructed in the proceeding section can now be put together to discretize in 
space the governing equations and boundary conditions for the linear shallow water dynamics. 
We also have to be concerned with how to discretize the equation in time, and how to solve 
the total discretized equations in a manner that is computationally stable. These issues are 
the content of this section. 
5.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions in one matrix equation 
With the global operators constructed in the proceeding section, we can now discretize the RHS 
of Eqs.(1) to (3) and Eqs (5) to (7), and present the result in a single matrix equation as follows: 
 項項建 峪と78崋 噺 崛 1 伐&掴 伐&槻伐)掴 伐緒通 伐 (探 %旦伐)槻 伐%探 伐緒塚 伐 (旦崑 峪と78崋 (37)
 
where 1 represents a zero matrix. 
The zero normal flow conditions at coasts have accommodated in the U- and V- vectors. All 
the stream points on the coasts are included as the elements of the two stream vectors. The 
coastal elements start to be zero and will remain to be so. They are guaranteed to remain to 
be zero because (探 and (旦 are diagonal, whereas the corresponding rows of the other sub-
matrices are all zero. In fact, the coastal elements can be deleted from the U- and V-vectors, 
and the related sub-matrices can shrink just to include the interior and open boundary 
points in order to reduce the computations. This can be automatically cared within a 
program running the matrix-vector multiplications. Conceptually however, we had better 
regard that the U- and V-vectors include their coastal elements. The radiation conditions at 
open water boundaries are implemented through 緒探 and 緒旦. In case there are no open 
water boundaries, they become zero matrices.  
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5.2 Time discretization schemes and sponge zones 
The time derivatives remain to be discretized, for which we have two schemes. Take the 
discretization for ©p/©t as example, where p may represent ┟, U, or V, we can have 
 ダıダß鞭辿┸棚 蛤 ı辿┸棚岫中袋怠岻 伐 ı辿┸棚岫中岻つß ┸ 岫ı噺と┸"7"æø"8岻 (38)
or ダıダß鞭辿┸棚 蛤 ı辿┸棚岫中袋怠岻 伐 ı辿┸棚岫中岻つß ┸ 岫ı噺と┸"7"æø"8岻 (39)
 
where つß is the time step, the superscript ┬ is a time step index such that ß 噺 ぷつß for ぷ 噺ど┸な┸に┸橋. The second scheme differs from the first one in its second term, where an averaged 
elevation, ı辿┸棚,  instead of""ı辿┸棚, is used. For variable on an interior grid point (i, j), the average 
is defined as follows: 
 ı辿┸棚 噺" 畔ı辿┸棚貸態 髪 ı辿┸棚袋態 髪 ı辿貸態┸棚 髪 ı辿袋態┸棚ねı辿┸棚  
if 2 pairs of neighbours which are 
non-boundary nodes. 
 
otherwise, no averaging. 
(40) 
 
In other words, ı辿┸棚 is obtained by averaging over possible neighbours. The neighbours here 
are all in the sense of two grid-point apart, i.e., in the sense of Æ 罰 に┸ ̇º¸【æø"ª 罰 に. The 
neighbours must also be of the same types, e.g., the neighbours of an ┟-point must be ┟-
points too. The neighbours have to be aligned either in the i-direction or in the j-direction. 
Most interior points have two lined pairs, such as those away from coasts. For an interior 
point near a coast, it may have one or zero lined pairs. In Figure 1, the ┟-point at (i=28, j=34) 
has three neighbouring ┟-points: (i=28, j=32), (i=28, j=36), and (i=30, j=34), and only the first 
two points forms a lined pair. The ┟-point at (i=24, j=32) has zero lined pair, because its two 
neighbours  at (i=24, j=30) and (i=26, j=32) are not aligned.  
The above averaging scheme has excluded certain types of points: Firstly only the interior 
points are assigned with the averages, the boundary nodes do not need the averages. This 
exclusion assures that the condition of zero normal flow at coasts will not be destroyed. 
Secondly, in assigning an average for an interior point, its boundary neighbours are always 
excluded even when they are part of lined neighbours. This exclusion is to avoid a zero 
averaged value at a place where the actual value should not. The averaged U at (i=24, j=31) 
would be zero if its four coastal neighbours were not excluded. Thirdly, open water 
boundary nodes are also excluded from averaging. Updating on the open boundary nodes is 
cared by the radiation boundary conditions. 
Scheme (39) is an extension of the well known Lax-Friedrichs scheme in one dimension to 
the two dimensional case here.  It helps to stabilize the computation, because it equivalently 
introduces a horizontal frictional term. To see this point, let us first note the following 
identities and approximations 
 ı辿┸棚岫中袋怠岻 伐 ı辿┸棚岫中岻つß 岩 ı辿┸棚岫中袋怠岻 伐 2辿┸棚岫中岻 伐 岫ı辿┸棚岫中岻 伐 2辿┸棚岫中岻岻つß       (41) 
 岩" 丹套┸宕岫督甜迭岻貸沢套┸宕岫督岻綻痛 伐 岾綻掴鉄替綻痛峇 丹套┸宕甜迭岫督岻 貸態丹套┸宕岫督岻袋丹套┸宕貼迭岫督岻綻掴鉄 伐 岾綻槻鉄替綻痛峇 丹套甜迭┸宕岫督岻 貸態丹套┸宕岫督岻袋丹套貼迭┸宕岫督岻綻槻鉄 """       (42) 
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 蛤" 擢丹擢担 伐 岾綻淡鉄替綻担峇 擢鉄丹擢淡鉄 伐 岾綻湛鉄替綻担峇 擢鉄丹擢湛鉄 "       (43) 
 
Now the time difference has been the split into three terms. The first term approximates the 
time derivative, the second and the third terms resemble the horizontal momentum 
diffusion terms, with the  岾綻淡鉄替綻担峇 and 岾綻槻鉄替綻担峇 being the diffusivities in the x- and y-directions 
when p stands for U and V respectively.  We started with a set of governing equations,  i.e., 
Eqs (1), (2) and (3), which left out the horizontal friction, now consideration for the 
computational stabilization has led us to re-pick up what was left out.  
However numerical experiments with the India-Pacific grid show that two dimensional Lax-
Friedrich scheme brings in too strong numerical dissipations. It not only desirably 
suppresses the small scales noises, but also undesirably smears out or even kills wave forms. 
Thus scheme (39) will only be used as a complement to scheme (38). We need two 
parameters to reflect the proportionality of the two schemes. Let 糠┸ 紅 樺 岷ど┸ な峅, and 糠 髪 紅 噺 な, 
the two schemes can be joined together as 
 ダıダß鞭辿┸棚 噺 ı辿┸棚岫中袋怠岻 伐 ゎı辿┸棚岫中岻 伐 がı辿┸棚岫中岻つß (44) 
 
When  ┙ is 1 , ┚ is 0 and the joined scheme recovers scheme (38); when ┙ is 0, ┚ is 1 and the 
joined scheme recovers scheme (39).  Note that ┙ and ┚ are not independent. They are both 
introduced just for brevity of the mathematical expressions that involve them. 
The averaging scheme as in Eq.(40) has to be assembled into three global averaging 
operators, 3奪, 3探 and 3旦 for p=┟, U or V. This can be done in the same way as for 
assembling the other global operators. Replacing p respectively by vectors ┟, U and V, we 
can now express Eq. (44) in matrix form,  
 ダダß と 蛤 と岫中袋怠岻 伐 所奪と岫中岻つß (45)
  ダダß7 蛤 7岫中袋怠岻 伐 所探7岫中岻つß  (46)
  ダダß 8 蛤 8岫中袋怠岻 伐 所旦8岫中岻つß  (47)
where 所’s are  
 所奪 噺 岫ゎ奪+奪 髪 が奪3奪岻 (48)
  所探 噺 岫ゎ探+探 髪 が探3探岻 (49)
  所旦 噺 岫ゎ旦+旦 髪 が旦3旦岻 (50)
 
and the I’s are identity matrices, with their subscripts indicating with which vectors, ┟, U or 
V, their sizes are conformable. The ┙ and ┚ parameters are now also presented with 
appropriate subscripts too. As we can see, the 所’s are not identity matrices,  but are linked to 
the latter. When ┙’s are 1 and ┚’s are 0, 所’s become I’s.  
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Adjusting the value of ┚, and hence of ┙, between 0 and 1, gives a control to balance 
between the sub-grid noise suppressing and wave form preserving. If let ┙ and ┚ be 
diagonal matrices, we even can have a control point wisely. The balance experiments have 
been performed in in the India and Pacific domain, and the following are the experiences:  
1. Model solutions are very sensitive to the values of ┚’s, especially of ┚e. When ┚’s are set 
to be œ0.1, strong numerical dispassion results; waves die quickly.  
2. In the interior region away from the open water boundaries, assigning 0 to ┚e and 0.005 
to both ┚u and ┚v can satisfactorily filter out noises at sub-grid scales, but keep 
information on larger scales almost un-touched.  
3. A radiation boundary condition will more or less reflect an outgoing signal back into 
the model domain (Chapman, 1987), which is undesirable. To suppress this kind of 
reflections, a sponge zone can set up where large values of ┚e, ┚u, ┚v, can be assigned. 
Values of 0.1 for all ┚e, ┚u, and ┚v  are large enough. Traditionally a sponge zone means 
a zone where the frictional parameters (such as ┢ in the dynamic system considered 
here) are set up with values much larger than the realistic values. Here the Lax-
Freidrich’s scheme is used as an effective frictional source. The sponge zones shown in 
Figure 2 are made for this purpose.  
Setting 紅通 and 紅塚 to be 0.005 for the interior region is equivalent to setting the horizontal 
momentum diffusivities to be ど┻どどの 岾綻淡鉄替綻担峇 and ど┻どどの 岾綻槻鉄替綻担峇. For the India-Pacific grid used for 
this chapter, which has a 5-min spatial resolution longitude and latitude,  つ検=9266 m and つ捲 
varies from なぱなの兼"to ひにはは兼. The つ建 is taken as 5 seconds. With these numbers, the 
numerical horizontal momentum diffusivities vary from ぱ 抜 など態 兼態【嫌 to に 抜 など替兼態【嫌, 
which are well within the ranges intended to represent the physical horizontal momentum 
diffusivity in the oceans (e.g, Brian et al 1975, Bryan 1986).  
If the horizontal momentum diffusivities can be well estimated, one may use the following 
formula to calculate が探 and が旦 
 岫が探┸ が旦岻 噺  ねつß岫代竪淘綻淡鉄 ┸ 代竪湯綻湛鉄) (51)
 
where  #̶通 and  #̶塚  represent the horizontal momentum diffusivities, which are usually 
taken to be equal in the oceans. 
5.3 Combination of explicit and implicit schemes for stability  
With the time derivatives approximated as in the Eqs. (45) to (47), Eq. (37) can now be 
discretized in time 
 峪と78崋岫中袋怠岻 伐 煩所奪と所探7所旦8晩岫中岻 噺 つ建 崛 1 伐&掴 伐&槻伐)掴 伐緒通 伐 (探 %旦伐)槻 伐%探 伐緒塚 伐 (旦崑 峪と78崋岫中葡岻 (52) 
 
where ぷ葡 indicate a time step yet to be determined. If ぷ葡 噺 ┬, the above scheme is explicit. If let ぷ葡 噺 ┬+1, the scheme is implicit. An implicit scheme is usually good for the computational 
stability, but is expensive because the equations have to be solved simultaneously. An 
explicit scheme is economic in computation but it risks the computational stability. To 
balance between the computational cost and stability, the following combination of  ぷ葡 噺 ┬ 
and  ぷ葡 噺 ┬髪 な becomes a reasonable choice, 
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峪と78崋岫中袋怠岻 伐 煩所奪と所探7所旦8晩岫中岻 噺 つß 崛ど 伐&淡 伐&湛ど 伐緒探 %旦ど ど 伐緒旦崑 峪と78崋岫中岻 髪 つß 崛 ど ど ど伐)淡 伐(探 ど伐)湛 伐%探 伐(旦崑 峪と78崋岫中袋怠岻" (53)
 
which split the coefficient matrix into two matrices. The splitting is based on the 
consideration that the matrix associated with  ┬髪 な time step can be economically inverted. 
Eq. (53) can be rearranged as  
 崛 +奪 ど どつß)淡 て探 どつß)湛 つß%探 て旦崑 峪と78崋
岫中袋怠岻 噺 崛所奪 伐つß&淡 伐つß&湛ど 所探 伐 つß緒探 つß%旦ど ど 所旦 伐 つß緒旦崑 峪と78崋岫中岻 (54)
 
where て探 噺 +探 髪 つß(探 and て塚 噺 +旦 髪 つß(旦, which are diagonal. The inverse of the coefficient 
matrix on the LHS of the above equation can be easily found as 
 崛 +奪 ど どつß)掴 て探 どつß)槻 つß%探 て旦崑
貸怠 噺 崛 +奪 ど ど伐つß'探貸怠)掴 '探貸怠 ど伐つß'旦貸怠)槻 髪 岫つß岻態'旦貸怠%探'探貸怠)掴 伐つß'旦貸怠%探'探貸怠 '旦貸怠崑┻" (55)
 
What have been actually inverted are the diagonal matrices て探 and て旦. Their inversions are 
not expensive at all.  
Eq. (54) can now be solved as  
 峪と78崋岫中袋怠岻 噺 煩渚怠怠 ど ど渚態怠 渚態態 ど渚戴怠 渚戴態 渚戴戴晩 煩諸怠怠 諸怠態 諸怠戴ど 諸態態 諸態戴ど ど 諸戴戴晩 峪と78崋岫中岻 (56) 
 "  
 噺 煩渚怠怠諸怠怠 渚怠怠諸怠態 渚怠怠諸怠戴渚態怠諸怠怠 渚態怠諸怠態 髪 渚態態諸態態 渚態怠諸怠戴 髪 渚態態諸態戴渚戴怠諸怠怠 渚戴怠諸怠態 髪 渚戴態諸態態 渚戴怠諸怠戴 髪 渚戴態諸態戴 髪 渚戴戴諸戴戴晩 峪と78崋岫中岻" (57) 
 
where  渚辿┸棚 represents the sub-matrices of the lower triangular matrix given by the RHS of 
Eq. (55) and 諸辿┸棚 represents the sub-matrices of the upper triangular coefficient matrix given 
by the RHS of Eq. (54).  
If let # be the RHS of Eq. (57), we can have an updating equation in a compact matrix form as 
 峪と78崋岫中袋怠岻 噺 # 峪と78崋岫中岻┸ ぷ 噺 ど┸ な┸に┸橋 ぷ鱈叩淡 (58)
 
which is the target form as was aimed in Section 2.4. 
Heaps (1969) suggested the time step as 娟 ß 噺 ø岷に"ŒÆº岫4 娟 奄┸ 4 ̊æœ奄" 娟 ぢ岻 【紐̶̌]  where r is a 
lower bound to bring the time step 娟 建 within the maximum value allowed by the CFL 
condition. For the India and Pacific domain, r is set as 0.95.  
In the above, the explicit and implicit schemes have been combined into one, which was 
originally proposed by Sielecki (1968). In the absence of frictions, and without the Lax-
Friedrichs averaging, according to Sielecki, the scheme preserves the energy. When frictions 
or Lax-Friedrichs averaging is present, the energy decays with the time.  
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Notice that in the above updating scheme, updating V can always “enjoy” the most recently 
updated U, but not the other way around. If this kind of asymmetry in updating U and V is 
undesirable, it can be remedied by developing a counterpart to Eq. (58) by following the 
same route from Eq. (53) to Eq. (58) but with the positions of U and V exchanged. The two 
updating schemes can then be used alternatively in time. That is to say, if Eq. (58) is used 
from ぷ"to ぷ 髪 な┸ then its counterpart should used from ぷ 髪 な"to ぷ 髪 に. In order to have one 
matrix equation, the two updating schemes should be further combined into one by 
multiplying the two updating matrices. Before the multiplication, the counterpart matrix has 
to be permutated to restore the same order as of 岷と"7"8峅鐸. The matrix multiplication will 
result in a two-step updating scheme, covering from ぷ"to ぷ 髪 に". 
The author of this paper tried both asymmetric and symmetric schemes, but did not find 
noticeable difference in the solutions with the India-Pacific grid. Therefore, only the 
asymmetric scheme, i.e. Eq. (57), is used in the simulations, of which the results are going to 
be presented in the rest of this chapter. However it is worthwhile to note here on how we 
can derive a symmetric updating in matrix form, in case we will need it in some other 
modelling settings. 
6. All-source Green’s functions 
Having derived the LSWE in matrix form, we are now ready to define the ASGF and to give its 
algorithm. We can then compare the ASGF and the SSGF side by side in terms of their 
computational costs and their scopes of applications. An important part of the ASGF is the 
part that operates on the initial sea level distribution. This part will be called the amplitude 
weights. Visualization of the amplitude weights brings up a classical concept in wave 
dynamics to the surface: the domain of dependence. The boundary of the domain of dependence 
serves a co-time line. The trace left by the ever growing boundary is a map of tsunami arrival 
times at a POI. Recordings of the history of the amplitudes weights at a particular place link to 
the responses in sea level at a POI to the initial forcing exerted at that particular place.  
6.1 Definition and algorithm of the ASGF 
Eq. (58) can be equivalently expressed as  
 峪と78崋岫中岻 噺 #中 峪と78崋岫待岻┸ ぷ 噺 な┸に┸ ぬ┸橋 ぷ鱈叩淡 (59)
 
where #中 represent the ┬th power of the matrix A. However the two equations differ 
dramatically in their computational costs. If the solutions at all the model grid points are 
required, Eq. (58) should be the choice for computational efficiency, since each time step 
only involves a matrix-vector multiplication. In this case, to choose (59) would be unwise, 
since, when ┬ œ 2 , it would require the calculations of all the powers of the matrix #, which 
would be very expensive or infeasible when the size of the matrix is large. However, if only 
solutions at a few model grid points are interested, Eq. (59) provides a distinct advantage as 
shown below. 
Assume that there is only one POI, say the kth ┟-point, where the sea surface elevation is 
interested. According to Eq. (59), the time series of the elevation at the kth ┟-point can be 
written as 
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と谷岫中岻 噺 #中岫Ł┸ ┺ 岻 峪と78崋岫待岻┸ ぷ 噺 な┸に┸ ぬ┸橋 ぷ鱈叩淡 (60)
 
The crux here is how to compute the matrix power  #中岫Ł┸ ┺ 岻 economically for a series of ┬’s. If 
we first calculate the power of the whole matrix, and then extracts the kth"row from the result, 
the calculation would be too expensive. Can we obtain the value of just the kth" row of the 
matrix power without calculations for the other rows? Once the question is asked like this, the 
answer follows naturally. The following simple algorithm allows us to achieve what we want:  
 )岫待岻 噺 +岫Ł┸ ┺ 岻 (61) 
  )岫怠岻 噺 )岫待岻# (62) 
  )岫態岻 噺 )岫怠岻# (63) 教  )岫中岻 噺 )岫中貸怠岻# (64) 教  )岫中悼倒灯岻 噺 )岫中悼倒灯貸怠岻#   (65) 
 
Each of the series )岫中岻┸ 岫ぷ 噺 ど┸ な┸に┸橋 岻, is a row vector.  The initial one, )岫待岻┸" is a row vector of 
the identity matrix.  )岫怠岻 is simply a copy of the kth row of the matrix A. ")岫態岻 is the kth row 
of the second power of the matrix #. Eq. (63) avoids the calculation of #態 噺 # 抜 #, it only 
calculates the second power for the needed row. The multiplication of the vector-matrix 
iterates to produces higher orders of the matrix powers for the needed row only. Since the 
identity matrix can be viewed  as the zeroth power of the matrix A, and the matrix A can be 
viewed as the first power of itself, the series )岫中岻┸ 岫ぷ 噺 ど┸ な┸に┸橋 岻, can be uniformly referred as 
the kth row of the  ┬'th power of the matrix A.  
The series  )岫中岻┸ 岫ぷ 噺 ど┸な┸に┸橋 岻 define the ASGF, evaluated at t = ┬ ｠t ( ┬ =0,1,2, 箇). Each )岫中岻 
has N columns, with N being the number of total grid points where ┟-, U- or V-variables are 
defined. A column can be viewed as an information channel. Having N channels means that 
signals from N different sources can be simultaneously received and stored separately by a 
receiver. The superposition principle will allow the N-channel signals to be linearly 
combined to quickly yield a full solution when a real-time event happens.  
We can now form a new matrix ) as a collector of the individual row vectors, i.e.  
 ) 噺 岷)岫待岻┹ )岫怠岻┹ 橋 ┹ )岫中悼倒灯岻峅 (66) 
 
where the semicolon inside the square bracket indicate the end of a previous row and the 
beginning of the next. A simple matrix-vector multiplication as 
 と谷岫ぷ岻 噺 ) 抜 峪と78崋岫待岻 (67) 
 
can then provide the solution times series at the POI  in response to an initial setup 
anywhere in the model domain. The collector ) is also called the ASGF.  
In the above, と谷岫ぷ岻 represents the time series of the elevations at the kth ┟-node. Note that 
the parenthesized ┬ here is not in a superscript position. A parenthesized ┬ in a normal 
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position means a vector of time indexes, ぷ 噺 岷な"に"橋 ぷ鱈叩淡]. A parenthesized ┬ is in a 
superscript position means one of the possible time steps, i.e., ぷ 噺 な┸ に┸ 橋 ┸ ぷ鱈叩淡. A non-
parenthesized ┬ in a superscript position means the exponent of the power.  
For a different initial setup, corresponding to a new tsunami, one can simply substitute a 
new column vector for 岷と岫待岻"7岫待岻"8岫待岻峅"鐸, without modifying the matrix ) . That is, once ) has 
been calculated, it can be repeatedly used. The evolution from any specified initial state is 
easily calculated from a simple matrix-vector multiplication. The determination of the 
matrix ) may require significant computer resources, but the matrix-vector multiplication 
can be quickly performed even on an ordinary personal computer or on a web server. 
In the above discussions, the k-index was taken to indicate a single POI. This was just for 
simplicity of presentation; nothing prevents use of the k-index to represent several distinct 
POIs. One can thus use the same algorithm to calculate ASGFs for several POIs 
simultaneously. Also, the algorithm is completely ready for parallel computations. When there 
are many POIs, we can assign different values of the k-indexes to different processors or even 
different computational platforms without any need for exchange of information between 
processors or computational platforms. It should be feasible to calculate and store ASGFs for 
worldwide important cities as POIs and the entire global ocean as the potential sources.  
6.2 Comparison with the single-source Green’s functions  
It is convenient at this stage to make a comparison between the ASGF and the SSGF. The 
procedure to calculate an SSGF can be recaptured essentially as follows: 
 (岫待岻 噺 +岫┺ ┸ Ł岻 (68) 
  (岫怠岻 噺 #(岫待岻  
  (岫態岻 噺 #(岫怠岻 (69) 教  (岫中岻 噺 #(岫中貸怠岻 (70) 教  (岫中悼倒灯岻 噺 #(岫中悼倒灯貸怠岻   (71) 
 
where (岫中岻岫ぷ 噺 な┸に┸ぬ┸橋 岻"defines the SSGF.  
Comparing the algorithm listed above and the one listed in Eqs. (61) to (65), we can contrast 
the differences the ASGF and the SSGF side by side as below: 
 
‚ The ASGF starts with a row of the 
dynamic matrix A. The row 
corresponds to a receiver point.
‚ The SSGF starts with a column of the 
dynamic matrix A. The column 
corresponds to a source point. 
‚ The ASGF grows in time when a  
vector-matrix multiplication iterates.
‚ The SSGF grows in time when a matrix-
vector multiplication iterates. 
‚ The ASGF concentrates the information 
from N-sources on one receiver
‚ The SSGF spreads information from one 
source over N receivers. 
 
A full name for the ASGF may read as all-source-one-receiver Green’s function; a full name 
of the SSGF may read as single-source-all-receiver Green’s function. It should be clear now 
that the ASGF and the SSGF cost the same computationally, but differ dramatically in terms 
of the hazard preparedness: the ASGF prepares a single POI against the entire ocean as 
potential hazard sources; the SSGF prepares the entire ocean against a single potential 
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source. Obviously we only need to care a place where we live, not the entire ocean, against 
potential hazards. Since we cannot know where a future hazard source point will be, we had 
better assume that any parts of the ocean can be the potential source points.  
6.3 Amplitude weights and domain of dependence  
The matrix ), as defined by Eq. (66), can be split into three groups of columns, according to 
their dynamic roles, as follows:  
 ) 噺 岷9 /探 /旦峅┻ (ば2)"
 
Accordingly, Eq. (67) can be re-expressed as 
 と谷岫ぷ岻 噺 岷9 /探 /旦峅 峪と78崋岫待岻 (73) 
 
The above expression says that the elevations at a POI is weighted averages of the initial sea 
level distribution, と岫待岻, plus mass fluxes due to the initial stream component vectors, 7岫待岻 
and 8岫待岻. The matrices of /探 and /塚  capture the compound effects of many cycles of mass 
divergence 蝦 sea surface gradients蝦 mass divergence during the propagations of waves from 
source points all the way to a destination point. 
If the initial stream components are zero, Eq. (70) can be reduced to  
 と谷岫ぷ岻 噺 9と岫待岻┻ (74) 
 
This equation says that the matrix W transmits a tsunami wave from its source region to the 
sea levels at a destination. The elements in columns of W specify the weights exerted by the 
individual source points, and hence may be referred as amplitude weights. For a particular 
time ß 噺 ぷつß""岫ぷ 噺 ど┸な┸に┸橋), W(┬, :) is a row vector. The initial one, 9岫ど┸ 柑岻, has only one non-
zero element in the kth column, whose value is 1. At the initial time, the only disturbance 
that can affect the kth point is the disturbance at the kth point itself. As ┬ progresses, the 
number of the non-zero elements of W(┬, :) increases, which means that any disturbance 
within the vicinity can affect the kth point, and such vicinity grows with the time. 
It is worth of pointing out that the amplitude weights are always summed up to 1. This means 
that the initial unit weight is merely fractioned and redistributed by the subsequent operations, 
reflecting the law of mass conservation.  It is also worth noting that while ordinary averaging 
weights are always positively valued between 0 and 1, the amplitude weights are valued 
between -1 and 1. A negative amplitude weight means that a positive/negative initial sea level 
at a source point results in a negative/positive sea level response at a receiver point.   
Coloring the ┟-points according to the values of the amplitude weights depicts a domain of 
dependence , a key concept in the classical wave dynamics (e.g., Knobe, 2000): the elevation at 
the kth ┟-point at a particular time only depends on the distribution of the initial sea level 
within the domain. Any 考岫待岻 distributed outside of the domain has no effect on the elevation 
at that time. The three panels in Figure 5 show the amplitude weights at t=2, 4 and 6 hours, 
where a DART buoy (51407) offshore Hawaii is taken for the POI, as marked by the crosses 
in purple in the panels. 
The domain of dependence grows with time, as can be seen clearly in the figure. A tsunami 
triggered offshore California will not hit Hawaii in two hours and will for sure in 6 hours. 
Whether this tsunami will hit Hawaii in 4 hours will depend on how far offshore this 
tsunami is initially distributed.  
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Fig. 5. Amplitude weights at 3 different times. The receiver point is marked by the crosses in 
purple, where a DART buoy (51407) is deployed.  
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The boundary of the domain of dependence at a specific time can serve a co-time line. A 
disturbance on the boundary or within will arrive at the POI in time equal to or less than that 
specific time. Any disturbances outside the boundary have to take longer time to reach the 
target. A disturbance within a zone between the boundaries of domain of dependence 
corresponding to two specific times will arrive at the POI only between the two specific times.  
6.4 Response curves, Arrival Times (ATs), and Maximum Relative Amplitudes (MRAs)  
While a row of the matrix W is a snapshot of the effects of all the cells at a particular time, a 
column of the matrix W contains the history of the effects by a particular cell. Shown in 
Figure 6 are three such histories of the effects on the same receiver by three distinct sources. 
In this example, the receiver is the DART station (51407) offshore Hawaii; the sources are 
three other DART stations (21414, 55015, 56001). The duration of the time series is 36 hours. 
The vertical axes of the curves indicate the amplitudes relative to the source amplitudes. The 
green circles indicate the arrival times (ATs) of the first signal whose absolute value is above 
a threshold (など貸怠待). The red circles indicate the values of the maximum relative amplitudes 
(MRAs) and their occurrence times as well. An MRA is the maximum absolute value seen in 
the curve for the entire duration. If the duration can be viewed long enough, an RMA then 
represents the maximum relative amplitude that can never be exceeded. From the curves, 
we can see that that the first waves are not always the largest.  
The time step used in calculating the ASGFs is 5 seconds. Therefore one could store the 
results of the calculations as fine as 5 seconds, if this is needed. Or for the sake of disk space 
and the time needed for retrieving the data files, one may choose to save the results at a 
coarser interval such as 5 minutes, which is the case for the curves seen in Figure 6.  
7. Applications for tsunami preparedness and real-time simulations 
The time series as those in Figure 6 contain the details on the long wave dynamics. For a 
real-time simulation of the arrivals of an eventual tsunami, every bit of the information will 
be useful. In terms of tsunami preparedness, we only need to extract some pieces of 
information from the curves. The most important pieces of information we may read off are 
the ATs, the MRAs and MTs (maximum amplitude times). Each cell can be assigned with 
these values. Contouring and coloring the cells according to the assigned values give useful 
maps for tsunami preparedness. 
7.1 Arrival time map  
Figure 7 is an AT map for Hawaii. The destination point is marked by the white cross inside 
the 1-hour contour. This AT map tells when a tsunami will arrive at Hawaii should the 
tsunamis triggered somewhere in the India and Pacific Oceans. A traditional tsunami time 
map is a travel time map. It assumes a source point and contours the travel times to 
anywhere from the source point. However no one knows if a future tsunami will be indeed 
triggered at a pre-assumed source point. The arrival time map presented here focus on a 
point of destination instead, allowing source points to be everywhere. 
7.2 Maximum Relative Amplitude Map 
An MRA gives an upper bound on the relative wave amplitudes during a sufficient long 
time of a tsunami sourced at a particular point. Shown in Figure 8 is an MRA map, made for 
Hawaii. The map can be read as follows:  
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Fig. 6. Time series of relative amplitudes (R. Amp) at a receiver, DART 51407, as responses 
to the three impulse signals placed at three other DART stations (21414, 55015, 56001). 
 
Fig. 7. A map of arrival times at Hawaii of tsunamis from anywhere in the India and Pacific 
Oceans. The destination point is marked by the white cross inside the 1-hour contour where 
the DART buoy 51407 is deployed.  
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Fig. 8. Maximum relative amplitudes at Hawaii of tsunamis sourced anywhere in the India 
and Pacific Oceans. The destination point is marked by the white cross where the DART 
buoy 51407 is deployed. 
Should someone be able to raise the mean sea level somewhere by one meter over the area 
occupied by a grid cell there and then suddenly release it, the dropping water column 
would generate waves propagating out in all directions. The waves would reach Hawaii 
eventually, and could be recorded by the DART buoy deployed there (please forget the 
sensitivity of the instrument in this thought experiment). As time goes by, the DART would 
yield a time series of the wave amplitudes. The largest amplitude one would see from the 
time series has already been predicted by the color on the map over the place where the 
water column was raised and dropped off.  
The values of MRAs are all very small, ranging from 0 to 1. This is because each of them 
represents the impact of a very small water column, whose height is 1m and whose base 
area is the area of a cell, which is less than など 抜 など"倦兼態 on the grid with a 5-minute spacing. 
The potential energy stored in the water column has to spread out over the entire ocean. In 
order to see the small MRA values well, their log10 values are mapped to colors instead.  
The values below など貸怠待 are not shown on the map. Any values below this threshold can be 
safely discarded for the grid in question. This is because that the total number of the grid 
cells is less than ね 抜 など滞. If the maximum source amplitude was など態兼 and evenly 
distributed over a source region which occupies 1/100 of the entire India-Pacific Oceans 
(which is as large as 1/3 of the area of Australia), the contribution by the discarded MRA 
part would  only account for not more than ね 抜 など貸替 m at the POI. 
A tsunami triggered nearby a target has more impact than those triggered in a far field. The 
colors on the map visualize such differences in details. In contrast to the more or less co-
circular contours seen in the arrival time map (Figure 7), the MRA map shows a strip 
pattern. This indicates that not all the points with the equal distances to a target have the 
same impact on the target. The variations in the water depths and the other factors such as 
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wave reflections/refractions/interference all contribute to the differences. Knowledge on 
tsunami arrival times and knowledge on tsunami amplitudes are equally important. A time 
map and an amplitude map together offer us complementary information.  
The concept of the maximum relative amplitude (MRA) was referred as a gain in Xu (2007). 
The term was coined because it had a sense of percentage of wave amplitude left when an 
initially unit amplitude wave arrived at a destination. Now the matrix form of the shallow 
water equations, as shown by Eq. (55), has rendered itself as a natural connecting point to the 
Kalman filter method. This is good for further studies on the assimilations of data coming 
from observatory stations such as DART buoys. In Kalman filter, there is an important concept 
called gain as well. In view of the potential name conflict, the term gain is replaced by the 
maximum relative amplitude, which is also more self-descriptive albeit it is longer. 
7.3 Maximum Relative Amplitude Time (MT) Map 
The occurrences of MRAs do not always immediately follow the arrivals of the initial 
signals, as illustrated by Figure 6. Therefore it is desirable to have also a map of the times 
when the MRAs occur. For brevity, let a map of this type called an MT map. Shown in 
Figure 9 is an MT map for Hawaii. In comparison with the AT map shown in Figure 7, the 
color bands in the MT time map are much less smooth even very rough in far-fields. This is 
because the MRAs are subjected to more complicated wave interactions. The initial arrival 
time is basically a kinematic issue. One could use the ヂ訣月 as the wave speed to make time 
contours and the results would be very close to what is shown in Figure 7. The time of the 
occurrence of an MRA is a dynamic issue. There is no simple rule as ヂ訣月 one could use to 
approximate the results as seen in Figure 9. In terms of time recording, the initial arrival 
times will never change once they are recorded. By contrast, maximum amplitude times are 
subjected to update if any subsequent waves exceed the previous ones.  
It should be useful to know when a tsunami will initially arrive and when it will reach the 
maximum. Comparison of an AT map with an MT map gives us a bird’s view of the difference 
between the two time points at a POI for tsunamis coming from anywhere in the oceans. 
 
7.4 Density of Maximum Relative Amplitudes 
The MRAs discussed above bear the influence of the grid cell sizes. Two water columns 
raised to the same height but over two cells of different sizes would have different impacts 
at the same destination point. If all the other affecting factors are the same on the their trips 
to the destination, the waves generated by the water column over the larger cell would 
impact more than the waves generated by the columns over the smaller cell. It is not 
necessary to pass on such cell size dependence to users of an MRA map, albeit the 
dependence may not be significant when the cells are fine.  
To make an amplitude map free of the influences of cell sizes, we may normalize the MRAs 
by the cell areas. Let E be a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements consist of the areas of 
all the water cells, we can transform Eq. (74) as  
 と谷岫ぷ岻 噺 岫9'貸怠岻'と岫待岻   (75) 
 
The largest values along the columns of  9'貸怠 are the maximum relative amplitude per  
unit area, and may thus be referred as the densities of maximum relative amplitudes 
(DMRAs). 
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Fig. 9. A map of times when the maximum relative amplitude occur. For clarity, the contour 
lines are not superimposed as many as those in Figure 7.  
 
Fig. 10. A DMRA map showing the densities of maximum relative amplitudes. 
A DMRA map can be read as follows: should someone be able to raise a 1m water column over 
a 1-兼態 area somewhere on the map, the color on that spot indicates the largest amplitude that 
Hawaii would receive. The area-normalization makes the map area integrable, which means a 
user can integrate the DMRA over the area of potential hazard regions, and come up with an 
upper bound estimate of the largest relative amplitude or even better, the largest absolute amplitude 
if he can also estimate on the distribution of the wave amplitudes in the source region.  
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Note that maps as presented above are not area preserving. The spherical surface areas at 
high latitudes (both south and north) are distorted on the paper. Therefore when a user 
exercises an area integration, he has to correct for the area distortion. To relieve users from 
this burden, the DMRA had better be presented on an area-preserving map. Figure 11 shows 
the same DMRAs but on a map made with the sinusoidal projection. Note that the units in x 
and y are all in meters on the map, and that the line of x=0 on the map corresponds to the なののソ longitudinal line. 
 
Fig. 11. Densities of maximum relative amplitudes shown an area-preserving map. The map 
results from using the sinusoidal projection. The line of x=0 corresponds to なののソ longitude 
line.  
7.5 Real-time simulations  
So far the amplitude weight matrix W has been used only in a summary manner: the 
important pieces of information are summarized into maps. With the complete dynamic 
information the weight matrix contains, we can go further: the real time simulations of 
tsunami arrivals from anywhere in the oceans. 
To simulate tsunami propagations in real-time has been a great challenge. When a tsunami 
is triggered, it is very difficult to run a model on the fly in a vast transoceanic domain and 
yet still win the race for time against a fast moving tsunami (~700km/hour) even with a 
super computer and massively parallel computations. Now with Eq. (74), we can 
instantaneously transfer any disturbance at a source region to the sea level responses at a 
destination, no matter how far apart the source and the destination points are. This will give 
a valuable time window for tsunami warnings. 
The weight matrix W in Eq. (74) has been pre-calculated and stored in a hard disk. If the 
matrix 9 has already been in the RAM of a computer, which may well be the case in an 
institute designated for tsunami warnings, it will take no time to compute just one matrix-
vector multiplication. If the weight matrix W has not been in the RAM, it may take a few 
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seconds to retriever it from the disk. Thus, with a tolerance of a few seconds, we can say that 
simulations of tsunami arrivals at a POI can always be performed instantaneously in real-
time.  
Based on Eq. (74), one can develop a desktop or web-based application for simulations of 
the arrivals at one or more POIs of tsunamis from anywhere in the oceans. Shown in Figure 
12 is such a web-based application. The graphical user interface (GUI) shows a map with all 
the 40 DART stations as POIs. Forty weight matrices have been pre-calculated for a duration 
of 36 hours, and can be called for to deliver the responses upon receiving users’ instructions 
through the interactive map. 
 
 
Fig. 12 A Real-time simulation system for tsunami arrivals at DART stations from anywhere 
in the India and Pacific Ocean. On the map, a source region offshore California is specified, 
and two POIs are selected (DART 55012 and 51407). It takes less than 5 seconds for the 
simulation system to deliver the response curves (see Figure 13). 
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Fig. 13. Response curves by DART 51407 and DART 55012 to a tsunami source region 
offshore California (cf. Figure 12). 
A user can arbitrarily click some points on the map to create a polygon defining a tsunami 
source region. Then he can choose one or more points of interest by checking the boxes in 
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the list beneath the map. In a few seconds after pressing the “Make plot!” button on the 
lower left part of the GUI, he will see the tsunami arrival curves in a pop-up window. For 
the example shown in the figure, a rectangular source region was specified offshore 
California, and two POIs were chosen, DART 51407 and DART 55012. As we can see from 
the little timing box below the “Make plot” button, it took less than 5 seconds to deliver two 
response curves, which are shown in Figure 13. 
For the above example, it was assumed that sea surface in the source region was uniformly 
raised by 1m above the mean sea level. In other words, the sea level heights shown in Figure 
13 are only relative the sea levels in the source region. If a realistic source distribution could 
be estimated or supplied by a tsunami genesis model, the units of response curves would 
then become absolute.  
To reduce the time needed to retrieve them back from a hard disk, the amplitude weights 
should not be saved in a single large data file. Instead, they should be saved in many small 
data files. One may achieve this is by first tiling the model domain, then regrouping the 
columns of the weight matrix W such that each group of the columns corresponds to a tile. 
A group of the columns can then be saved as a small file. When a tsunami source region is 
specified, the tiles that the source region falls into can be detected, and hence only the data 
files belonging to those tiles need to be read off the disk. For a 5 minute grid spacing, a tile 
size of など萱 抜 など萱"seems a good balance between the number and the sizes of the data files. 
8. Conclusions and future work 
A tsunami has three life phases: the genesis, the open-ocean propagation and the onshore run-
up. Towards a complete real time simulation system which covers the whole life of a tsunami, 
there are distinct challenges in each of the three phases to overcome. The challenges in the first 
and last phases lie in the dynamics complexity. Not all the earthquakes underneath the oceans 
can generate tsunamis. For simulations of onshore run-ups on the other end, the highly non-
linear tsunami bores over a complex onshore land and lack of timely and reliable open water 
boundary conditions are the conceivable challenges.  
The challenges in the second phase are not due to dynamics complexity. Rather the 
dynamics in this phase is fortunately simple. The biggest challenge in this stage come from 
the fact that tsunamis run too fast in oceans that are too big for a propagation model to run 
on the fly and yet still be able to win a sufficient time window for tsunami warnings. The 
all-source Green’s function (ASGF) offers a new approach to cope with this challenge. With 
a pre-calculated ASGF, simulations of tsunami arrivals become instantaneously realizable, 
no matter where and how far a tsunami comes from. As long as supplied with a reliable 
source function (the と岫待岻 in Eq. (74)), a set of ASGFs can predict sea level anomalies for a set 
of points along a line offshore a coastal area, furnishing a local run-up model with necessary 
open water boundary conditions to simulate the onshore run-ups for that coastal area. The 
ASGF approach offers a good and fast link between the first and the third phases.  
The web-based real time simulation system demonstrated in the chapter is just a starting point 
towards a complete system. Much more work can be done to improve it: linking with a genesis 
model and a run-up model on the two ends; linking with and assimilation of the live data from 
the DART buoys and other observational stations; important coastal cities from the Pacific Rim 
and countries along the India Ocean can be added as POIs in the system. The domain of the 
system can be increased too to include all the oceans on the planet.  
For tsunami preparedness, the ASGF also brings in new types of tsunami maps: maps of 
tsunami arrival times, maps of maximum relative amplitudes and their occurrence times. 
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These maps can also be helpful in a real-time when a tsunami is triggered. For example, 
whether a number read off an MRA map is above 70% or below 10% will make a big 
different to an emergence management officer in making his decision. An atlas of such maps 
can be made in the future for importance coastal cities around the world.  
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Submarine earthquakes, submarine slides and impacts may set large water volumes in motion characterized
by very long wavelengths and a very high speed of lateral displacement, when reaching shallower water the
wave breaks in over land - often with disastrous effects. This natural phenomenon is known as a tsunami
event. By December 26, 2004, an event in the Indian Ocean, this word suddenly became known to the public.
The effects were indeed disastrous and 227,898 people were killed. Tsunami events are a natural part of the
Earth's geophysical system. There have been numerous events in the past and they will continue to be a
threat to humanity; even more so today, when the coastal zone is occupied by so much more human activity
and many more people. Therefore, tsunamis pose a very serious threat to humanity. The only way for us to
face this threat is by increased knowledge so that we can meet future events by efficient warning systems and
aid organizations. This book offers extensive and new information on tsunamis; their origin, history, effects,
monitoring, hazards assessment and proposed handling with respect to precaution. Only through knowledge
do we know how to behave in a wise manner. This book should be a well of tsunami knowledge for a long
time, we hope.
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